With luminous stones underfoot, you’ll feel
like you’re walking through a starry sky.

Take a break
at a cafe.

Enjoy the
romance of Osaka’s
nighttime scenery!

@DIAMOR OSAKA
ディアモール大阪

Osaka’s Umeda district is packed with things to see.
Take the day to enjoy the area’s many landmarks, shopping malls, and restaurants!

Enjoy panoramic views of
Umeda from a Ferris wheel!
@HEP FIVE

Umeda is home to plenty of stylish cafes, so take
heart if you’re tired of walking. Whether you’re
looking for a well-known, inviting coffee shop or a
place serving authentic tea, you’re sure to find a
favorite spot to relax.
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With underground malls and large facilities that are linked together like a maze,
Umeda is complicated enough that even Japanese visitors lose their way
sometimes. A good first step when visiting the area is to enjoy a true “overview”
of Umeda from this large Ferris wheel, which has become a landmark.
There’s even a company
FERRIS WHEEL
that will take a commemorative
フェリス ホイール
photo for you! (Fee applies)

See p.7
for more
information.

This bright red Ferris wheel, which has a diameter of
75 meters, is world’s first to be located at a shopping
mall. Gondolas pass through the mall’s roof on their
way to a maximum height of 106 meters, affording
riders panoramic views of metropolitan Osaka.
11:00 am to 10:45 pm / See website to find out
whether the Ferris wheel is operating. / Fee: ¥500
per person / Credit cards accepted: None /
http://www.hepfive.jp/ferriswheel/

Grab some konamon
for lunch!
@HANKYU SANBANGAI 阪急三番街

If you’re visiting Osaka, a city known for its culinary delights, you
won’t want to miss the great variety of konamon, or flour-based
foods. Examples include okonomiyaki, takoyaki, and udon noodles,
and once you’ve had them, you won’t be able to stop eating them.
Be sure to experience this quintessential taste of Osaka!

BOTEJYU

Featuring an extensive selection of products other than
electronics, too, including toys, games, and jewelry.

The
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Three-yakisoba mix
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Electronics make great souvenirs of your trip to Japan!
Yodobashi Camera Umeda in Osaka features one of
the largest selections of products in Japan, which
makes it a great place to check out the latest and
greatest high-quality Japanese electronics. Shop with
peace of mind thanks to the store’s multilingual staff.

@UMEDA SKY BUILDING
Floating Garden Observatory

マザーリーフ

The sophisticated, natural interior is
furnished with green and wood patterns,
making for a relaxing space. Enjoy a
freshly-made waffle with flavorful English
tea brought straight from Sri Lanka.

梅田スカイビル・空中庭園展望台

Last
stop…

@HERBIS PLAZA ENT
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See p.17
for more
information.

Japanese
Restaurant
Osaka Basara

ハービスPLAZA ENT

Now that you’ve seen most of the sights in Osaka, it’s time to find
some souvenirs of your visit. Japanese-style miscellaneous goods,
cosmetics and drugs, and apparel are all great choices.

Window shopping
in Chayamachi

@NU chayamachi、NU chayamachi PLUS
Chayamachi is gaining attention as the center of
Kansai’s fashion scene. More and more young
shoppers are flocking to the shopping centers NU
−
chayamachi and NU
− chayamachi PLUS, located at
the heart of the neighborhood that bring together
a variety of shops offering everything from casual
wear to high fashion.
See p.19
for more
information.

These shoes, whose designs
combine functional beauty with
fashion, are loved by athletes around
the world and gaining popularity.

ANGERS
ravissant

アンジェ ラヴィサント

日本料理 大坂ばさら

Enjoy imaginative
Japanese cuisine
prepared right in front
of you by chefs whose
delicate, meticulous
skills are sure to
impress. You’ll love just
looking at the beautiful
presentation of this
superbly delicious
Japanese cuisine.

See p.23
for more
information.

Angers Ravissant offers a large
selection of heartwarming,
pleasant-to-the-touch items such
as writing supplies and tableware.
You’re sure to find a favorite item
that you’ll use for years to come.

Madu

マディ

See
for more
information.

No sightseeing trip to Osaka is complete without enjoying the city’s nighttime
scenery from the observation platform in the open-air garden on top of the
Umeda Sky Building. The 360°, all-sky field of view brings you face to face
with a dynamic, fantastic nightscape that is unparalleled in the world.

Find some souvenirs.

Onitsuka Tiger
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Mother leaf

A center
for Kansai's
fashion scene

オニツカタイガー

Ultimate butatama

See p.12
for more
information.

@Yodobashi Camera Umeda

ぼてぢゅう

There are an endless number of
combinations of toppings, so it’s
fun to come again and again.

End your day with Osaka’s
nighttime scenery!
p.7

Check out the
latest electronics!

See p.15
for more
information.

Long-established okonimiyaki
shop Botejyu is a great place
for lunch. Choose your favorite
ingredients and toppings and
enjoy a large, filling meal.

Take a
break and enjoy
something sweet

See p.23
for more
information.

This housewares shop features
products from Japan and abroad with
a focus on tableware. Its staff is
dedicated to helping customers
beautify their dining tables and making
their lifestyles more comfortable.

Enjoy Japanese
cuisine and sake.
@GRAND FRONT OSAKA
グランフロント大阪

If you’re visiting Japan, don’t miss Japanese cuisine and sake,
or rice wine. Osaka has long played a central role in Japanese
food culture, and it’s the perfect place to enjoy Japanese
cuisine featuring fresh, seasonal ingredients along with sake.
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